


Molière’s The Miser. 

Harpagon is a descendant of the old curmudgeon 

Euclio from Plautus' Pot of Gold - one of the many Roman 

plays Molière studied at his Jesuit school - and then 

latterly borrowed from. He is also modelled on Pantalone, 

the tightfisted old merchant of commedia dell'arte – who 
like Harpagon also loves young flesh – this time in the 

form of Mariane. However it is probable that Molière was as 

inspired by the misers of his own day. 

On 24 August 1665 two beggars had tried to rob Jean 

Tardieu, a notorious usurer and putatively the richest man 

in Paris. When Tardieu screamed "thief," the young men 

panicked and silenced Tardieu and his wife by slitting 

their throats. (The mother-in-law, who lived with them as a 

servant, was also known to steal oats from horses for her 

breakfast.) The good citizens of Paris saw in Tardieu's 

death the just judgment of a righteous God, who had 

punished the old miser for a life of greed. Sad tales 

circulated orally in seventeenth-century France about 

usurers and the miserable ends they met, but with growth of 

commerce lending with interest increased – and more often 

than not at Harpagon like rates which exceeded the King’s 

legal rate of 5%.   

Under Louis XIV, aristocrats found themselves in a 

quandary. The monarch wanted the most brilliant court in 

Europe, and to shine at court cost a king's ransom – and 

the nobility were effectively banned from working in trade. 

If one did not get a sinecure from the king or marry into 

the wealthy bourgeoisie, one would be forced to deal with 

the devil: a moneylender. Enter Harpagon, Molière's most 
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hideous character, a scarecrow stuffed with bourgeois guilt 

and aristocratic fear.  

The Miser premiered in September of 1668 at the Palais-
Royal with Molière in the title role. Molière's play George 

Dandin had been a flop earlier that year, and Tartuffe, his 

attack on false devotees, had been banned from the stage 

under pressure from a religious order. Clearly, the troupe 

needed a hit that season, but The Miser wasn't the success 
the company hoped it would be, and the initial run ended 

after just four performances.  

The cool reception of the premiere is an aberration in The 
Miser's production history. Over the past three and a half 
centuries, it has been one of the most frequently performed 

plays at the Comédie-Française - the national theatre Louis 

XIV created after Molière's death, by merging his company 

of comedians with the tragedians from the Hôtel de 

Bourgogne. Only Tartuffe is staged more frequently than The 
Miser today.  
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PLAYERS 

 

Shadaan Felfeli – Valère 

Sarah-Jayne Quigley – Élise 

Declan McGauran – Cléante 

Martin Phillips – Harpagon 

Connolly Heron – La Flèche 

Paul Nolan – The Broker Simon and Maitre Jacques 

Eithne McGuinness – Frosine 

Alberto Albertino – La Merluche and Lord Anselme 

David Ferguson – Brindovine and The Officer 

Helen Smith – Miss Claude and Singer 

Bernadette O’Reilly – Marianne 
 

 
 
Back Row   L-R Alberto Albertino as Anselme, Shadaan Felfeli as Valere, Helen Smith 

as Miss Claude, David Ferguson as An Officer 

    Middle Row L-R Eithne McGuiness as Frosine, Martin Philips as The Miser, 

Bernadette O'Reilly as Mariane, Declan McGauran as Cleante 

    Front Row  L-R Paul Nolan as Maitre Jacques and Connolly Heron as La Fleche. 



PRODUCTION TEAM 

 

Director and Writer/Translator - Alice Coghlan 

Producer - Seán Ramsay 

Assistant Director - Charlotte Harrison 

Costume Designer - Aisling Nic Eoin 

Associate Costume Designer - Gillian Hollingsworth 

Lighting Designer – Helina Patience 

Wig Design and Making – Patricia Mc Devitt 

Musical Directing and Arrangement– Desmond Earley 

Original Photography & Poster Design – Shane White 

Stage Manager and Dramaturg – Camilla Wilcock 

Assistant Stage Manager – Jean Igoe 

Piano Players – Evan Ferrar, Vincent Lynch & Archie Chen 

 

Wonderland would like to extend a big thank you to 

 

The James Joyce Centre, Abbey Theatre, Outhouse, Marcus & 

everybody at Dublin Fringe Festival, Tyrone Guthrie Centre 

Annamakerrig, Eden Restaurant, The Savoy Cinema, Sinead 

Cuthbert, Michelle Gilmore, Kerry Mulligan, Rita Crosbie, 

Gordon Gaffney, Sinead Flynn, Clodagh Reid, Christopher 

Carol, Dublin Youth Theatre, John Cassley, Moyra Darcy, 

Bewleys Café Theatre, Niamh Lawlor, Andrea Ainsworth, Giles 

Packham, Simon Maxwell, Dearbhla Collins, David Adams, 

Allianz Francaise and the Cobalt Café 
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The Management and Staff of 

 
wishes the cast and crew of ‘The Miser’ every success 
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A Background to the Production of The Miser 

The French The French have a proverb: à père avare, fils 
prodigue (a tightwad father engenders a spendthrift son). 
This is something that Molière, being French, thought only 

too true and a good plot-catalyst for his classic comic 

farce, The Miser. However, it wasn't simply the musings 
observed by 17th century French proverbs that led either 

Molière to write it in 1668, or Wonderland Productions to 

choose it as their offering to the 2007 Dublin Fringe 

Festival, but rather a morbid curiosity in the universal, 

timeless and fascinating human sickness that is greed. 

 

The success of Wonderland's 2005 Dublin Gay Theatre 

Festival production of Molière's short play The Love 
Doctor, inspired Alice Coghlan, writer/director and founder 
of Wonderland to take on a full-length Molière play. 

Coghlan who is a fluent French speaker translated The Miser 
after becoming frustrated with what she felt were stilted 

English translations, which betrayed the colour and "fire" 

of Molière's French language. She adapted Molière’s play 

to Georgian Dublin and into the language of Georgian 

Dubliners from the street to the town houses. 

 

Coghlan decided to move away from the proscenium arch 

format of traditional theatre and to present Molière's 

farce in a manner which would bring his characters to life 

- as this Miser is literally performed in and around the 
audience – who are seated in the beautifully restored 

Georgian sitting rooms of The James Joyce Centre. Breaking 

down the imaginary "fourth wall" separating the life of the 

story from the reality of the audience, Wonderland's 

production of The Miser  injects new life into the 350-



year- old script.   

Because The Miser follows the unities of time, place and 
action, its performance in this naturalistic setting, where 

1668 Paris is substituted with the Dublin of the 1770s, 

means that the audience literally eavesdrop on the 

ridiculous pursuits of the miserable Harpagon and his 

family. What is particularly lovely about this site-

specific performance (which is set in real time throughout 

the course of an afternoon and evening) is that it is 

staged at dusk, meaning that the natural light changes from 

daylight to darkness and firelight - thus lending a 

particularly realistic and magical atmosphere to the entire 

experience. 

 

As soon as the audience arrives at Harpagon’s home, actors 

in character and costume will usher them to their seats and 

help them with their transition from the present to 

eighteenth century Dublin. The play was adapted to the 

1770s to suit both the rooms in which its performed as well 

as the materialistic values parodied in the story. Coghlan 

made the choice to adapt the setting, along with her 

Hibernio-English translation, to this period of economic 

growth in Dublin's history, in order to highlight the 

materialistic values of Dublin’s last great economic boom, 

values which modern Dublin audience will identify with all 

too well.  

 

The Miser is a funny and hauntingly relevant play, 
parodying and attacking the bourgeois approach to life and 

its inevitable cycle of endless discontent. As Declan 

McGauran who is playing the romantic, extrovert, Cleante, 
points out "this play is very funny but there is a darkness 

to the humour; it has reverberations for today's audience 

as money is still a controlling factor in all our 

relationships. Everything is commodified now." "I think 

it's a great play for the Fringe audience" says Connolly 

Heron, playing Le Flèche, "especially the fact that it is 

set in Dublin, you see that Dublin hasn't changed much 



really. I like the fact that it's a comedy and it's light 

but yet it's also tragic and intense." Coghlan clearly has 

an interest in capturing the zeitgeist of modern Dublin as 

well as sampling its moral fibre as her previous hit 

production which is currently on a national tour, Life Shop 
till you Drop! was a spoof of the modern self-help culture. 
 

 Just watching the fun the actors themselves have in 

rehearsal is infectious, and it is expected that this site-

specific production of The Miser will be highly 

entertaining and accessible. Using a mixture of Irish 

Georgian history, a unique and realistic setting, splendid 

period wigs and costumes and plenty of laughs, Wonderland's 

The Miser promises to be a carnival of theatre and most 
definitely one of the highlights of The Fringe this year. 
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 Dublin in the 18th Century 

By the beginning of the 18th century the English had 

established control and imposed the harsh Penal Laws on the 

Catholic majority of Ireland's population. In Dublin 

however the Protestant Ascendancy was thriving, and the 

city expanded rapidly from the 17th century onward. By 

1700, the population had surpassed 60,000, making it the 

second largest city, after London, in the British Empire. 

Under the Restoration, Ormonde, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 

made the first step toward modernising Dublin by ordering 

that the houses along the river Liffey had to face the 

river and have high quality frontages. This was in contrast 

to the earlier period, when Dublin faced away from the 

river, often using it as a rubbish dump. 

Dublin started the 18th century as, in terms of street 

layout, a medieval city akin to Paris. In the course of the 

eighteenth century it underwent a major rebuilding, with 

the Wide Streets Commission demolishing many of the narrow 

medieval streets and replacing them with large Georgian 

streets. Among the famous streets to appear following this 

redesign were Sackville Street (now called O'Connell 

Street), Dame Street, Westmoreland Street and D'Olier 

Street, all built following the demolition of narrow 

medieval streets and their amalgamation. Five major 

Georgian squares were also laid out; Rutland Square (now 

called Parnell Square) and Mountjoy Square on the 

northside, and Merrion Square, Fitzwilliam Square and Saint 

Stephen's Green, all on the south of the River Liffey. 

Though initially the most prosperous residences of peers 

were located on the northside, in places like Henrietta 

Street and Rutland Square, the decision of the Earl of 

Kildare (Ireland's premier peer, later made Duke of 



Leinster), to build his new townhouse, Kildare House (later 

renamed Leinster House) on the southside, led to a rush 

from peers to build new houses on the southside, in or 

around the three major southern squares. The massive 

northside houses ending up becoming tenements, into which 

large numbers of poor people moved, often being exploited 

by landlords, who packed in entire families into each large 

Georgian room. Only the area of the old city named Temple 

Bar (located between Dame Street and the river Liffey) and 

the area around Grafton Street survived with their narrow 

medieval street pattern intact. 

For all its Enlightenment sophistication in fields such as 

architecture and music (Handel's "Messiah" was first 

performed there in Fishamble street), 18th century Dublin 

remained decidedly rough around the edges. Its slum 

population rapidly increased - fed by the mounting rural 

migration to the city - housed mostly in the north and 

south-west quarters of the city. Rival gangs known as the 

"Liberty Boys" -mostly weavers from the Liberties - and the 

"Ormonde Boys" - butchers from Ormonde quay on the 

northside - fought bloody street battles with each other, 

sometimes heavily armed and with numerous fatalities. It 

was also common for the Dublin crowds to hold violent 

demonstrations outside the Irish Parliament when the 

members passed unpopular laws. 

One of the effects of continued rural migration to Dublin 

was that its demographics were again altered, Catholics 

becoming the majority again in the late 18th century. 

Until 1800 the city housed an independent (though still 

exclusively Anglican) Irish Parliament, and it was during 

this period that much of the great Georgian buildings of 

Dublin were built. By the late 18th century, Irish 

Protestants - descendants of British settlers - had come to 

see Ireland as their native country, and the Irish 

Parliament successfully agitated for increased autonomy and 

better terms of trade with Britain. Liberals began to talk 

of repealing the Penal Law and ending discrimination 

against Catholics. (See Ireland 16914 – 1801) 
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 Wonderland Theatre Productions 

 

Wonderland Productions Ltd is a Dublin based Theatre 

Company, founded in 2003 by Writer/Director Alice Coghlan, 

with the goal of making great theatre. That for us is 

theatre that is theatrical, raw, energetic and full of 

life. Since the composer Anna Rice joined the company in 

2004 a principal focus has been towards making new musical 

theatre and experimenting with the musical theatre form.  

This has been coupled with a concern to find new ways to 

author theatre, whether that is through company devising, 

improvising historical situations, as we did in comedy 

horror The Spook Show, or re‘authoring’texts, as we did 

with our musical adaptation The Seagull After Chekhov for 
Dublin Fringe Festival 2004. We have also specialised in 
comedy, with a commedia dell’ Arte influenced production 

of Molière’s L’Amour Medicin for The Dublin Gay Theatre 
Festival 2005 which led to this site-specific Miser with an 
original translation and a site-specific venue. Our recent 

hit the self-help spoof Life Shop till you Drop!  started 
life this January at Bewleys Café Theatre where it enjoyed 

one of the busiest runs that theatre had ever seen, sold 

out completely and had great reviews. It is now on a 

national tour and will be playing at The Helix, DCU Dublin 

from September 19th-23rd at 1 and 8pm.  Wonderland debuted 
in Bewleys with our Christmas Cabaret - which came complete 

with singers, dancers, comics, comedy sketches and an 

Emcee, and also sold out.   

We also have an International Theatre Workshop series and 

have hosted two courses in clowning techniques for 

professional actors and comics. These were taught by circus 

clowns from Majorca and Mexico. A workshop in Augusto Boal 

techniques will be offered in late 2007 by a Kenyan theatre 

director working in political theatre there.  



 

 

 

 

 

October 2005 saw the successful launch of our Dundrum based 

workshops for primary and secondary school children with a 

core focus on personal development through drama, music and 

dance training and performance opportunities. For more 

information on the coming year’s program please email 

sarajane@wonderlandtheatre.com. 

 

If you are interested in keeping abreast with our work and, 

workshop and audition opportunities, then please feel free 

to join our mailing list at www.wonderlandtheatre.com. To 

book tickets for Life Shop till you Drop! please call the 
Helix on 01 7007000 or see www.thehelix.ie  

 

 

 



 
CAST BIOS 

 

Shadaan Felfelfi - Valère 

A Persian actor born and bred in India, Shadaan is a graduate of the 

Gaiety School of Acting and holds a performance certificate from 

Trinity College, London.  Theatre credits include:  a devised play 

commissioned by Gúna Nua, Sunday Islam/ Cockney Jones in The 
Unfortunate Machine-Gunning of Anwar Sadat (dir: David Horan), 
Alarbus in Titus Andronicus (dir: Selina Cartmell) Oedipus in Oedipus 
Rex (Smock Alley), Pygamlion in Olive Skin, Blood Mouth (Project 
Upsatirs), Don Quixote/ Cervantes in Man of La Mancha (Nehru Hall, 
Pune). Shadaan played Tanuj in RTE/Crazy Dog Audio’s radio play 

Seanny Boy and Abdul in Rte’s Fair City. 

 

Sarah-Jayne Quigley – Élise 

Sarah-Jayne recently graduated from The London Academy of Music and 

Dramatic Art. She also has a BA from the Samuel Beckett Centre, 

Trinity College. Her theatre credits include Seth in The Biography of 
Bernie Ward (Players Theatre), 100 Minutes 2007 (Project Theatre), 
Isabella in Measure for Measure (Sin, Tottenham Court Road and 
Crawdaddy), Company in Fidelio (Kilmainham Gaol), Maggie in Hobson's 
Choice and Company in 4.48 Psychosis (Linbury Studio, London), 
Colette in Mathilde, Veronika in Flight WIthout End and Julia in The 
Duchess of Malfi (Macowen Theatre, London), Marina in Pericles and 
Chorus Leader in The Bacchae (Samuel Beckett Theatre), Wife of Bath 
in The Canterbury Tales, Actress in Insignificance and Joey in Paper 
Tigers, (Players Theatre) for which she won Best Actress at ISDA, 
2004.  

 

Declan Mc Gauran – Cleante 

Declan began his acting training in the Gaeity School and the film 

actors studio. He has been the protagonist in numerous short films 

and is currently working on a feature. In theatre, the work closest 

to his heart has been his time at the Gate Theatre in their 

production of Lady Windermeres Fan, and as Charles in the recently 
finished run of Who By Fire at the Olympia.  

 

Martin Philips - Harapagon the Miser 

Martin Philips studied drama with the Anna Scher Theatre in London, 

making his professional debut at the age of 12 in Hurt Hawks BBC. 
Theatre Credits with Wonderland include Trigorin in The Seagull After 
Chekhov, Doctor in The Love Doctor and The Christmas Cabaret. Other 



theatre credits include Mother Goose, Same Time next Year Eye Theatre 
and The Will Ectcetera Theatre. Martin wrote, directed and performed 
in his own production Sounds a Bit Irish at The Shelter @ Vicar 

Street. His most recent TV and film credits include The Tudors, 
Michael Collins, Custer’s Last Standup, David Copperfield, Rebel 
Heart, Aristocrats, The Governor and Fair City. 
 

Connolly Heron – La Fleche 

Connolly studied theatre performance for four years in The 

Liberties College Dublin. He has appeared in Hamlet as Cladius, 
Mother Courage as Priest and Blood Wedding as the farther and Pride 
and Prejudice as Mr Collins amongst others. He is a member of Saoirse 
theatre in education.  

 

Paul Nolan - Maitre Jacques and Master Simon 

Having worked as an electrical engineer before becoming an actor, 

Paul trained at the Gaiety School of Acting and at the Focus Theatre 

under Mary Moynihan. His recent work includes Yeats' Cuchulain Cycle 
at the National Library for Dublin Lyric and The Man in 301 for 
Tilted Pictures.  

Eithne McGuinness – Frosine 

Favourite roles include; Sr. Clementine in The Magdalene Sisters 
(Golden Lion), Gracie Tracy in Glenroe and Mary in Typhoid Mary.  
Other theatre includes, The Marriage of Figaro and The House of 
Bernarda Alba at the Abbey Theatre, Dublin Trilogy (Passion Machine) 
and Cell (Calypso). Eithne is also a writer and her writing includes 
One Hundred Strokes, recently workshopped at the Abbey Theatre, Tin 
Cans, commissioned by Dublin City Council, Limbo Dublin Fringe 
Festival, 2000, City Arts 2001 and Typhoid Mary, Dublin Fringe 
Festival 1997, RTE Radio 1998, New Theatre 2004.  

Alberto Albertino - Anselme and La Merluche 

Alberto is a Dublin based, Italian actor. He started his career  in 

Italy with theatre company ‘ARS Teatrando’ in Biella, directed by 
Paolo Zanone . His training continued in the laboratory 

‘DORAinpoiTEATRO’ with Oreste Valente in Montalto Dora. Since then 

he had experiences in theatre, video, comedy and TV. He participated 

in seminars with Valter Malosti, Rena Mirecka and Lina Bernardi. 

After moving to Dublin he trained at the Gaiety School of Acting and, 

before WONDERLAND, he worked in productions with CAIRDEAS (with 

director Glenn Gannon) and TWINKLETOEZ.  

 



David Ferguson - An Officer and Brindavoine  

David trained at the Gaiety School of Acting full time course and 

graduated in June 2006.  Recent theatre credits include Julius Caesar 
( Abbey Theatre) , An Image for the Rose (Whiplash), Titus Andronicus 
(Siren Productions) On Bailes Strand and The Kings Threshold ( both 
Dublin Lyric Players). 

Helen Smith -  Miss Claude & Singer 

Helen Smith has a Bachelor of Music from D.I.T Rathmines. She 

received her vocal training from Mary O’Sullivan. Helen is currently 

travelling back and forth to Paris, where she is studying with Karen 

Nimereala. Helen’s vocal training has been enhanced with master 

classes from several well known Operatic Artists: Denis O’Neill, 

Dame Gwyneth Jones, to name but a few. Helen is also well acquainted 

with recitals and concerts, they usually range from light music, 

Irish song, Lied, French and Russian music and Operatic arias. These 

have been performed on various platforms. She has performed in many 

opera scenes as a soloist. She has also worked in professional opera 

choruses. Helen’s future engagements include recitals in Dublin and 

Paris. Helen also works as a singer for weddings and funerals. 

 

Bernie O’Reilly – Marianne  

Originally from England, Bernie has recently graduated from The 

Bachelor in Acting Studies at Trinity. Theatre Credits at The Samuel 

Beckett Centre include: ’Susan’ in Vinegar Tom (dir: Tom Creed), 
‘Panope’ in Phaedra (dir: Rachel West) and ‘Passenger and Woman’ 

in Terrorosim (dir: Annabelle Comyn), ‘Eithne Inguba’ in The Only 
Jealousy of Emer and ‘The Hawk’ in At The Hawks Well. 
 

 



 

PRODUCTION TEAM BIOS 

 

Alice Coghlan – Writer/Director 

 

Alice holds a Directing MA from GITIS Moscow and Middlesex University 

and, graduated with First Class Honours in Drama & English from 

Trinity College Dublin and The University of California at Berkeley 

in 2001. Alice founded Wonderland Productions in 2003 and besides 

directing shows, has also produced, designed, translated, written and 

led workshops for the company.  

 

Writing/Directing credits with Wonderland include Life Shop till you 
Drop! and The Spook Show, along with directing The Seagull After 
Chekhov, The Christmas Cabaret and Molière’s L’Amour Medicin.  
Other recent directing credits include Sensual Food & The Red Shoes 
both for The Patravadi Theatre, Thailand, A Tourist’s Guide to 
Terrorism for The Edinburgh Festival and In Dublin’s Farce City. She 
has also worked as a Staff/Assistant director for Scottish Opera, 

Opera Ireland, California Shakespeare Festival, Opera Academia 

Europea in Florence, Bourgas Opera Bulgaria, and The Abbey Theatre, 

where she is currently a script reader for The Literary Department. 

 

Charlotte Harrison – Assistant Director 

 

Charlotte Harrison is a graduate of The Samuel Beckett Centre, 

Trinity. Previous involvement in the Fringe includes performing, 

House Of Blue Leaves, and Stage Manager, Mojo Mickybo. Recent work 
with youth groups includes the adaptation and direction of Romeo and 
Juliet, Animal Farm and Playboy of the Western World. She is also a 
tutor in the Gaiety School of Acting. 

 

Aisling NicEoin – Costume Design 

 
Aisling NicEoin graduated from the National College of Art and 

Design, Dublin in 2007 with a degree, in Fashion Design and History 

of Art and Design. Previous work for Wonderland includes The Seagull 
after Chekhov and Life Shop till you Drop. Her recent degree 
collection was featured in Irish Tatler. 

 

 

 

 

 



Gillian Hollingsworth – Associate Costume Designer 

 

Gillian is 23 years of age and is from Dublin.  She graduated from 

NCAD in 2006, where she studied fashion design. Her thesis was based 

on the use of period costume in theatre and film.  

 

Helina Patience – Lighting Designer 

 

Helina Patience -- secondary teacher by day, thespian by night --  

has only recently joined the Dublin scene after years of work in 

Vancouver, a short stint in London and a five-month visit to India. 

In Canada, she lit, stage managed, directed, choreographed, painted 

and acted in numerous productions. This is her third Fringe 

experience.  

 

Desmond Earley – Musical Director 

  

Born in Dublin, Desmond Earley is a scholarship winner of the College 

of Music and an honours graduate in Music and Politics of University 

College Dublin. Desmond has played continuo in a number of ensembles, 

including Ciaconna, The Ruschetta Ensemble (London) and The Earley 
Musik Ensemble. In August 2003 he was the only Irish participant at 
the Innsbruck International Sommerakademie für Alte Musik. As an 
arranger Desmond has worked on projects for The Gate Theatre and is 
currently is arranger for Dublin-based swing/funk band Crosstown 
Traffic.  
 

Camilla-Jade Lee -  Production Assistant/Dramaturg 

 

Camilla has directed adaptations of George Buchner's Woyzeck and 
Lewis Carroll's Alice In Wonderland. Toured solo performance On 
repeat, produced Little Red Hoodie with disadvantage youth theatre 
Cloud 9 and devised and assisted with the production of Hands in 
Dialogue for learning disability dance theatre company Chuck the Box. 
 

Jean Igoe – Assistant Stage Manager 
  
Jean is a student of Media Arts at DIT and holds a Diploma of Acting 

Skills from The Irish Board of Speech and Drama. 

 

 

 

 
 



The 18th century philosopher Kant on Avarice 

Kant distinguishes ‘miserly avarice’ from “greedy 

avarice.” The latter, which is a desire to have more 

possessions than others, is a violation of the duty of 

charity. Miserly avarice, however, is a propensity to hoard 

one’s possessions with no intention of using or enjoying 

them. This is a violation of a duty to oneself, because it 

involves a failure to respect one’s rational capacities to 

employ one’s means to their proper end- the pursuit of 

one’s own happiness.  

Kant makes some perceptive remarks about the psychology of 

this brand of self-contempt, which is in fact a kind of 

self-deception. Misers “go poorly clad; they have no 

regard for clothes, in that they think: I might always have 

such clothes, since I have the money for it… Possession of 

the wherewithal serves them in place of the real possession 
of all pleasures, by merely having the means to enjoy 

pleasures, they can enjoy these pleasures and yet forego 

them.”  

“The invention of money is the source of avarice, for 

prior to that avarice cannot have been widely prevalent” 

writes Kant. For money gives the illusion of material 

substance. It allows us to experience imaginary power over 
the goods of life that we forego - in order to possess and 

retain it. Imagining what we might enjoy, serves as the 
substitute for what we do not enjoy. And denying ourselves 
the right to spend money in reality, increases our 

enjoyment of the imaginary power we think we have over 

money. “Whilst still in possession of the money, we might 

use it for this or that. But we think of it collectively, 

and fancy we could have everything in return.”  However, 

it is clearly money which has the power over us. 

 
 



A Selected History of Usury 

Usury is: 1. The practice of lending money and charging the 

borrower interest, especially at an exorbitant or illegally high 

rate. 2. An excessive or illegally high rate of interest charged 

on borrowed money.  

Old 

Testament 

  The Prophet Ezekiel includes usury in a list of 

“abominable things,” along with rape, murder, 

robbery and idolatry.  

    Jews are forbidden to lend at interest to one 

another. Exodus 22:25; Deuteronomy 23:19-20, 

Leviticus 25:35-37. However this still does allow 
them to lend to the Gentiles. 

800-600 

B.C. 

  Both Plato and Aristotle believed usury was immoral, 

exploiting the need of those most in need. The 

Greeks regulate interest and then deregulate it, 

leading to so much unregulated debt that Athenians 

sold into slavery and threaten revolt. 

533 A.D.   The Roman “Code of Justinian” sets a graduated 

maximum interest rate that did not go over 8 1/3 % 

for loans to ordinary citizens. This law lasts 

across Christian Europe until 1543 A.D.  

6th Century 

Arabia  

 The new Islamic religion forbids usury in the 

Qu’ran “those who persist in usury, incur Hell, 

wherein they abide forever.” (Today usury is still 

outlawed by Islam.) 

800 A.D.    Charlemagne outlaws interest throughout his empire. 

11 and 12th 

century 

  In England, the taking of any interest whatsoever is 

punishable by taking the usurer’s land and 

chattels. In 1270 all Jewish money lenders are 

exiled and their assets are seized. This leaves the 

crown much better off. 300 families flee England. 

Medieval 

Canon Law 

  Usury is punishable by ex-communication, so Jews can 

lend to Christians (but not to other Jews.) Tensions 

inherent in the lender-borrower relationship lead to 

race hatred. 

1306-1321   Dante pens “The Inferno.” He places usurers at the 

lowest ledge in the seventh circle of hell – lower 

than murderers and rapists.  

 

 



 

14th- 15th 

Century 

  Banking starts in 15th Century Italy, where the 

Medici family make their fortune from it, both in 

Florence and across Europe. Relatively new, it is 

perilously close to the mortal sin of usury, perhaps 

why no Medici commissions a Last Judgement from a 

painter. In 1570 Queen Elizabeth limits English 

interest rates to 10%. This legal limit lasts until 

1854.  

1894  First Irish Credit Union established. The aim is to 

protect the poor from predatory usury and to satisfy 

the members money needs. Thus making money is not 

the objective, only the means to the self help, self 

government and self responsibility.  

Early 20th 

century 

Ireland 

 For the Irish in Joyces’ Ulysses, doing commerce 
with Jews is akin to national betrayal: Jewish 

usurers represent the immorality of British 

usurpers. However Joyce clearly satirizes this 

racism. 

1950s 

Ireland 

 Only large property owners and business people have 

savings and bank accounts. Usury is rife, as it has 

been throughout impoverished periods in Irish 

history, particularly in urban areas – in the 

country the very poor usually live off the charity 

of their neighbour. The welfare state has barely 

commenced. 

Ireland 

today 

 The European Central Bank controls Ireland’s 

interest rates and they are on the rise. Meanwhile a 

plastic Harpagon is alive and well in the form of 

many a credit card company, where clients are 

encouraged to sign up, borrow more or recommend a 

friend, in return for usurious interest rates and a 

cunning collection of late payment fees and 

penalties. Harpagon’s cash box is full.  
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